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The introduction of competition to the Victorian retail energy market was expected to support better consumer
outcomes through innovation and product differentiation. However, the extent to which these outcomes have been
observed in the market is still unanswered and prompts the question, do Victorian energy consumers value
innovation?
There is no clear consensus concerning either the level or impact of current innovation activity in the Victorian retail
energy market. For example, the Australian Energy Market Commission (2015) pointed to the retailer benefits of
innovative offers that meet consumer needs, particularly around consumer acquisition and retention. However,
recent St. Vincent de Paul Society (2021) work points out that many retailers are offering an increasing number of
offers that may not support better consumer outcomes. This may be indicative of retailer strategies aimed at making
the market unnecessarily complex and confusing, to increase search costs and hence retain customers.
Even when considering specific product features, there are conflicting views. For example, when considering tariff
structure innovation, CSIRO (2015), the Grattan Institute (2017) and Burns and Mountain (2020) all concluded that
most consumers would be unlikely to take up offers with time varying tariffs or cost reflective pricing. However, Tayal
and Evers (2018) and Energy Consumers Australia (2021) present cost-reflective pricing as an example of innovation
that broadens consumers energy options, supported by positive consumer sentiment survey results. Such a
divergence of conclusions can also be found in the available research regarding offer discounting (AEMC 2019 and
AEMC 2020) and consumers’ price preferences (ACCC 2018 and Ernst & Young 2022).
In contrast to previous research, which has been limited by data constraints and analytical scope, we use Victorian
data that captures both energy retailer and consumer behaviour in 2020. Specifically, we analyse product
differentiation patterns for all retail energy offers in Victoria and a large sample of consumer invoices representing
about 88 percent of Victorian consumers. This research employs an analytical framework that captures all retail
energy product differentiation, which is then used to quantitatively identify both retailers’ product differentiation
strategies and consumer preferences.
We highlight three key findings. First, the retail energy market is characterised by a relatively large volume of
superficially differentiated offers that can make searching the market more difficult, potentially increasing market
complexity and search costs. Second, to the extent that there is deeper offer differentiation available, it is generally
more complex and may need additional consumer investment, making it unlikely to appeal to the average consumer.
Third, we find that smaller energy retailers tend to specialise using a small product portfolio that is focused on a
particular area, with larger retailers competing more broadly with standard product differentiation approaches. This
supports the findings of theoretical models of research and development (Cabral 2003, and Rosen 1991) and models
of competition in markets with product differentiation and heterogeneous firms (Kalra and Li 2008).
We conclude that, while there does appear to be evidence that Victorian energy consumers value innovation, it is not
clear that the currently available products are meeting consumers’ preferences.

* The views expressed within this paper do not necessarily reflect the opinions or beliefs of the Essential Services
Commission of Victoria.
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